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There are things I wish could never happen to me at the time that I’m now glad it happened 
the way they did, such as breaking my right knee on a skiing trip and loosing my wallet 
within the first week of my arrival. You might wonder how I can see those things as 
blessings now, I’ll tell you why. Actually, it’s pretty simple because I would have never 
enjoyed the different experience as much if it was all smooth and easy. That being said 
though, it wasn’t all tough times and challenges either. I’m blessed that I have met some of 
the best friends I’d never wished for, seen some of the best natural sceneries in the world 
that were to die for, and had the incredible opportunity to have studied in another world-
class institution. No words can really describe how incredible the exchange experience was 
to me, I’d honestly recommend every one to just try it out yourself. And trust me there’s no 
regrets on this one. Here as a returning student, I would like to offer my own experience to 
you and maybe some useful information as well. 
 
Accommodation 
I stayed in one of the university residential apartment building called The HUB, which was 
located in the campus shopping mall (as known as the HUB Mall). There were different unit 
types to choose from at the residence service. I shared a furnished apartment with 3 other 
girls who I became close friends with later on during the semester. When applying for the 
accommodation, I was given the chance to make a request/description on who gets to be 
my roommate. I think that’s very thoughtful and considerate. At the day of arriving, I was 
greeted by one of the RAs (resident’s assistants) that’s on duty that day – Alex, who helped 
me a lot throughout my whole exchange. I chose HUB mainly because it’s in the center of 
UofA’s south campus, where my classes were only 5 minutes walking away and not to 
mention that various of restaurants and all sorts of stores were located right downstairs. 
Plus, I believe it’s the cheapest accommodation offered by the University and it definitely 
worked perfectly for me. Every month, RAs work out different activities engaging residents 
to socialize and making them feel like home and welcomed. Personally, I joined one of the 
events held by the same RA that helped me moving in on my first day, it was ice-skating on a 
frozen lake and I can’t tell you what a great fun it was for me and my roommates. 
 
Transportation 
Getting around in Edmonton city was cheap and easy for UofA students because The 
Universal Transit Pass (U-Pass) provides eligible students with unlimited access to regular 
Edmonton Transit Service. It included bus, university shuttle, as well as the city train service. 
I had my U-Pass sticker on my student ID card (as known as the ONE Card) so all I really had 
to do was to say hi and show the driver my student ID whenever I needed a bus ride. The 
Edmonton public transit system was well developed and truly handy, especially for me as 
the HUB residence is right next to the University Transit Centre.  
 
Academics 
As the main part of my exchange experience, studying in the University of Alberta was really 
one of the greatest gifts I could ever ask for. Comparing to a classroom back in Otago, 
students at UofA made the class full of different opinions and thoughts of their own. It 



surprised me just how large of a portion student-talks were made up of the whole class. The 
professors were more like a thought-provoker or a listener for most of the time. I liked how 
the classroom was always active and full of students’ interaction, although it has its own 
setbacks when the topics flew miles away. However, the class all enjoyed the discussion was 
one thing that’s never absent though. As of workload, I personally took 3 courses for the 
semester which I later found out it had a rather similar work load to the same amount if I 
were to study at Otago. Generally, the structure of the courses was not far from the ones 
I’ve taken at Otago, especially with my education major.  
 
Things to do/Places to visit 
After school was finished in mid April which was early, I thought why not grabbing the 
opportunity to take an adventure to see the rest of the country. Canada treated me too 
well! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 


